
New Young Adult eBooks

A Song oA Song of Wf Wrraiths & Raiths & Ruinuin
by Roseanne A. Brown
A first entry in a planned duology
inspired by West African folklore
finds a grieving crown princess and
a desperate refugee on a collision
course to destroy each other
despite their growing attraction.

The Sound oThe Sound of Stf Starsars
by Alechia Dow
Earth is occupied by aliens called the
Ilori, because human emotional
expression is grounds for execution.
Books, music, and art have all been
outlawed, but when an alien finds
seventeen-year-old Ellie's secret
library it changes things for both of
them.

DonDon't R't Read the Commenead the Commentsts
by Eric Smith
An elite gamer who uses her rising-
star status to secure sponsorships to
help her struggling family and a fellow
player who resists his mom’s
ambitions for his future find their
virtual worlds and blossoming
romance challenged by gaming trolls
and malicious doxing.

My HMy Herero Ao Academia. Vcademia. Vol. 22,ol. 22,
That which is inheritThat which is inheriteded
by Kōhei Horikoshi
Preparing for the third match of their
joint battle training, Bakugo and the
students of Class 1-A are challenged
by the unexpectedly creativity of
Class B’s Quirk strategies.

PPararachachututeses
by Kelly Yang
A teen from a privileged Asian family
navigates culture shock, unexpected
freedom and a new relationship while
attending school in California and
renting a room from the family of an
Ivy League hopeful whose debate
coach has undermined her plans.

A Song BeloA Song Below Ww Wataterer
by Bethany C. Morrow
A metaphorical tale follows the
experiences of a black teen siren and
her haunted best friend, who find
themselves targeted by violence when
they are unable to hide their
supernatural identities in an alternate
world that discriminates against
magic.

RRage and Rage and Ruinuin
by Jennifer L. Armentrout
A sequel to Storm and Fury finds half-
angel Trinity and her bonded gargoyle
protector, Zayne, patrolling the DC
streets by night and fighting their
feelings for each other while
protecting the human race from the
gathering dark forces of the
Harbinger.

Bomb : the RBomb : the Race tace to Bo Build anduild and
StSteal the Weal the World's Morld's Mostost
DangerDangerous Wous Weaponeapon
by Steve Sheinkin
A dramatic introduction to the
international competition to create
the first atomic bomb recounts the
scientific discoveries that enabled
atom splitting, the military intelligence

operations that occurred in rival countries and the work of
scientists hidden at Los Alamos.
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